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A combination of experimental methods was used to study the structure of In thin films deposited
on the Pd(111) surface and the alloying behavior. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), lowenergy electron diffraction (LEED), and scanning tunneling microscopy results indicate that surface
alloying takes place at room temperature. Below 2 monolayer equivalents (MLEs), the LEED patterns
show the formation of three rotational domains of InPd(110) of poor structural quality on top of the
Pd(111) substrate. Both core-levels and valence band XPS spectra show that the surface alloy does
not yet exhibit the electronic structure characteristic of the 1:1 intermetallic compound under these
conditions. Annealing the 1 MLE thin film up to 690 K yields to a transition from a multilayer InPd
√
near-surface
intermetallic phase to a monolayer-like surface alloy exhibiting a well ordered ( 3
√
× 3) R30◦ superstructure and an estimated composition close to In
√2 Pd3 .√Annealing above 690 K
leads to further In depletion and a (1 × 1) pattern is recovered. The ( 3 × 3) R30◦ superstructure
is not observed for thicker films. Successive annealing of the 2 MLE thin film leads the progressive
disappearance of the InPd diffraction spots till a sharp (1 × 1) pattern is recovered above 690 K.
In the high coverage regime (from 4 to 35 MLE), the formation of three rotational domains of a
bcc-In7 Pd3 compound with (110) orientation is observed. This In-rich phase probably grows on top
of interfacial InPd(110) domains and is metastable. It transforms into a pure InPd(110) near-surface
intermetallic phase in a temperature range between 500 and 600 K depending on the initial coverage.
At this stage, the surface alloy exhibits core-level chemical shifts and valence band (VB) spectra
identical to those of the 1:1 InPd intermetallic compound and resembling Cu-like density of states.
Annealing at higher temperatures yields to a decrease of the In concentration in the near-surface
region to about 20 at.% and a (1 × 1) LEED pattern is recovered. © 2014 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4892408]
I. INTRODUCTION

The catalytic properties of Pd nanoparticles on oxide
supports have recently received much attention for hydrogen
production in the methanol stream reforming (MSR) process
(CH3 OH + H2 O → CO2 + 3H2 ).1–6 They are considered as
potential alternatives to Cu/ZnO catalysts used today by industry, offering an improved thermal stability as well as an
enhanced activity and selectivity for MSR.3, 7, 8 The high selectivity and activity towards MSR of Pd/ZnO, Pd/Ga2 O3 , and
Pd/In2 O3 was attributed to the formation of intermetallic compounds by reduction of the powder catalyst under H2 at high
temperature,9, 10 linked to a shift towards higher binding energies of the Pd d-band upon alloying, making the density
of states (DOS) of the alloy resembling that of Cu metal.11
However recent studies have shown that the formation of intermetallic compounds is a necessary but not sufficient condition to gain high selectivity.12, 13
Many studies have been devoted to the electronic and
crystallographic structure of Pd-M (M = Zn, Ga, or In) intermetallic phases, which is a prerequisite to understand the
chemical reactivity of these prospective catalysts at a microscopic level. Most of them deal with ZnPd intermetallics and
a recent review can be found in Ref. 14. The catalytic prop-
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erties of Pd nanoparticles supported on ZnO are ascribed to
the formation of a stable ZnPd intermetallic phase with a
1:1 concentration ratio and a tetragonal structure.15, 16 Experimental studies of the Zn/Pd(111) system reported the formation of different surface alloys as a function of temperature and coverages, including a near stoichiometric ZnPd
phase. The latter one is characterized by an apparent p(2
× 2) low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) pattern corresponding in fact to 3 rotational domains of a p(2 × 1)
structure resembling a tetragonal ZnPd(111) surface with alternating rows of Pd and Zn atoms. This near-surface intermetallic phase (NSIP) exhibits the expected Cu-like DOS as
well as a rumpling of the outermost surface layer induced
by an outward shift of the Zn atoms and an inward shift
of the Pd atoms (into the bulk),16, 17 associated with a high
CO2 selectivity. Upon annealing the film above 550 K, the
Zn concentration in the near-surface region decreases rapidly
although an almost stoichiometric monolayer surface alloy remains in the topmost layer. This change in sub-surface chemistry is associated with an inversion of the surface buckling (i.e., Pd-up/Zn-down) and an increased DOS at the
Fermi level together with a loss of CO2 selectivity.18 Similar
trends have also been reported for the Ga/Pd(111) system.19
These results show that rather subtle modifications of the
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surface alloys can have dramatic effects on their catalytic
properties.
In contrast to the Zn-Pd and Ga-Pd systems, surface alloys in the In-Pd system have received much less attention although Iny Pdx /In2 O3 are also highly active and selective supported catalysts.20 Earlier work by Fink et al.21–23 reported
compound formation upon In deposition on Pd(100) surface
using perturbed γ γ -angular correlation spectroscopy. A more
recent report by Rameshan et al.24 found that room temperature deposition of a 4 monolayer equivalents (MLEs) of In on
Pd foil followed by subsequent annealing to 453 K yields an
almost stoichiometric InPd NSIP exhibiting a Cu-like DOS
similar to the ZnPd counterparts. In situ X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) under near-ambient pressure demonstrated an almost 100% CO2 selectivity in a temperature range
between 493 and 550 K. A change towards CO selectivity
upon annealing above 600 K is explained by a decrease in the
In sub-surface content. This behavior presents some similarities with the ZnPd system. However little is known about the
structure of such near-surface intermetallic InPd phases.
In this work, we investigate the alloying tendency and
the structure of In thin films grown on the Pd(111) surface using a combination of experimental methods (XPS, LEED, and
STM). We show that different phases form depending on the
initial In coverage and annealing temperatures, each possessing different chemical compositions and structural/electronic
signatures.
The paper is organized as follows. We first provide experimental details in Sec. II. The results are presented in Sec. III,
first for the low coverage regime, then for higher coverages.
The main findings are summarized in Sec. IV and compared
with the existing literature on related Pd-M (M = Zn, Ga, or
In) systems. We also discuss our experimental results in the
light of a joint theoretical study of InPd surface alloys using
first-principle calculations.25
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ple. There is a linear relationship between both measurements
with an offset of approximately 150◦ (thermocouple reading
is lower than pyrometer reading).
A polycrystalline InPd sample was also used in the study.
An ingot was prepared by induction melting with a nominal composition of In47 Pd53 . Then the ingot was annealed in
an evacuated quartz glass tube sealed under Ar atmosphere
up to 1248 K, maintained at this temperature for 36 h and
then cooled down to room temperature at a rate of 10 K/min.
The crystallographic structure was checked by powder xray diffraction (XRD) (space group Pm3m, CsCl type,
a = 3.23 Å). The final composition as determined by energy
dispersive x-ray analysis was In47 Pd53 , consistent with the existence domain of the InPd.26 The surface of the polycrystalline sample was prepared under UHV conditions by sputtering and annealing cycles (Ar+ , 1 keV, 973 K). The surface
composition measured by XPS was In53 Pd47 , i.e., within the
compositional range of the InPd compound.
III. RESULTS
A. Low coverage regime (θ ≤ 2 MLE)

1. Room temperature deposition

Figure 1 shows a sequence of STM images of the In film
on Pd(111) with increasing coverage up to θ ∼ 2 MLE. Small
islands of irregular shape are observed on terraces in the early
stage of the growth with no preferential nucleation at step
edges. With increasing coverage, the number of islands increases, with no obvious coalescence, until completion of the
first layer. Then the second layer grows with a similar behavior. The islands exhibit a dendritic shape indicative of a
diffusion limited growth process. A similar behavior has been

II. EXPERIMENT

A well-polished Pd(111) sample was placed under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions with base pressures below
1 × 10−10 mbar. An atomically smooth surface free of subsurface carbon contamination was achieved by cycles of Ar+
sputtering at 1 keV, followed by annealing to 1173 K, then
O2 exposure (PO = 10−6 mbar, 15 mn, 873 K) and a final
2
flash annealing to 1173 K. After multiple cycles, a sharp (1
× 1) LEED pattern was obtained and the absence of surface contamination was verified by XPS analysis. Indium
was deposited in situ using an e-beam evaporator (EFM3,
flux monitored) with the sample held at room temperature in
the scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) stage. Thin film
growth was investigated from submonolayer coverage up to
35 monolayer equivalent (MLE). Here an MLE is defined as
the exposure required to complete one monolayer as observed
by STM. The coverage as determined from STM images is
found to increase linearly with exposure in the submonolayer
regime. The films were annealed at different temperatures
measured using a pyrometer with the emissivity set to 0.1. The
temperature was also measured with a K-type thermocouple
attached on the manipulator at some distance from the sam-

FIG. 1. STM images (200 × 200 nm2 ) of the In thin film on Pd(111) surface for increasing coverage. (a) 0.2 MLE and (b) 0.4 MLE, V = −2.0 V,
I = 0.06 nA; (c) 0.8 MLE, V = +2.0 V, I = 0.06 nA; (d) 1.7 MLE,
V = −1.4 V, I = 0.10 nA.
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FIG. 2. LEED patterns of (a) the clean Pd(111) surface and after dosing (b) 1
MLE and (c) 2 MLE of In at room temperature. All patterns were recorded at
an incident beam energy of 55 eV. The dotted rectangle in (c) is a blow-up of
one of the outermost diffraction spots showing that they are actually poorly
defined triplets.

observed in a study of Zn thin films on Pd(111).27 The Pd step
height is measured at 2.25 ± 0.05 Å corresponding to the theoretical Pd(111) interplanar spacing. The height of the islands
is measured at 2.15 ± 0.05 Å.
Figure 2 shows the LEED patterns of the clean Pd(111)
surface (Fig. 2(a)) and after dosing 1 MLE (Fig. 2(b)) and 2
MLE of In (Fig. 2(c)) at room temperature. Already at 1 MLE,
a new pattern starts to appear which is slightly improved at 2
MLE coverage. The LEED patterns are quite diffuse in both
cases and could be interpreted as either a (2 × 2) reconstruction or three rotational domains of a (2 × 1) reconstruction
or three rotational domains of another structure resembling a
(2 × 1) reconstruction. However, at 2 MLE, the outer spots
appear to be poorly defined triplets (see blow-up in Fig. 2(c)),
which rules out the first two hypothesis.
At this stage, the film is not sufficiently ordered to obtain
atomically resolved STM images. However, domains can be
identified exhibiting atomic rows, rotated by 120◦ from each
other. The formation of these domains suggests that intermixing already occurs at room temperature. Further evidence for
intermixing is provided by the core-level XPS data shown in
Fig. 3. The Pd 3d core-level lines of the clean Pd(111) substrate can be fitted with a bulk and a surface contribution as
described in Ref. 10. With increasing coverage, an additional
peak grows on the high binding energy side, which is further enhanced at high take-off angle of the photoelectrons to
increase the surface sensitivity. This peak corresponds to the
surface alloy contribution. The position of this additional peak
is shifted from the bulk Pd peak by +0.65 eV at 1 MLE and
by +0.9 eV at 2 MLE. The shift is however smaller than the
binding energy shift (+1.0 eV) observed for the InPd polycrystalline reference sample, suggesting that the surface alloy
formed at room temperature is different from the stoichiometric compound in this coverage regime. Core-level peak
fitting of the Pd 3d line indicates that the alloy contribution
is more symmetric than the Pd bulk peak. The asymmetry
of metal core-level line shapes results from intrinsic energy
losses through electron-hole pairs excitations across the Fermi
level and thus depends on the local density of states (DOS) at
the Fermi level (N(EF )).28, 29 Therefore the more symmetric
line shape of the alloy component indicates a reduced N(EF )
in the surface alloy compared to the substrate DOS. Another
observation is the disappearance of the shake-up satellite at
+5.9 eV from the Pd 3d3/2 upon alloying. The intensity of the
shake-up satellite depends on the weight of unoccupied Pd
4d character and its position above EF .30 The disappearance

FIG. 3. XPS Pd 3d spectra of the clean Pd(111) surface, after dosing 1 and
2 MLE of In and of the clean polycrystalline InPd sample. All spectra were
recorded at 45◦ take-off angle except for the second from the top spectrum
which was collected at 70◦ to enhance surface sensitivity. A clear alloy component can be seen upon In dosing the Pd surface as well as the loss of the
asymmetric tail and the disappearance of the shake-up satellites at 346.3 eV
binding energy.

of the satellite upon alloying suggests that the Pd d band is
being filled and shifted below the Fermi level upon alloying,
a feature commonly observed upon intermetallic compound
formation.31 This is confirmed by XPS valence band measurements shown in Fig. 4. The main peak corresponds to the
Pd d band which is shifted towards higher binding energies
with increasing film thickness to resemble that of the polycrystalline reference sample. However at 2 MLE, the spectral
weight within 2 eV below EF is larger than for the polycrystalline sample. This is probably due to a Pd bulk contribution
to the XPS signal in this low coverage regime. The chemical
composition of the surface alloy formed at room temperature
can be roughly estimated by considering the area of the In
3d peak and that of the alloy component of the Pd 3d peak,
assuming that the In concentration is homogeneous across
the alloy thickness. This gives a composition of In47 Pd53 at
1 MLE and In57 Pd43 at 2 MLE.
2. Annealing 1 MLE thin films

Upon successive annealing of the 1 MLE thin film up
to 690 K, the broad diffraction spots observed at 300 K
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FIG. 4. Experimental XPS VB spectra of the clean Pd(111) surface, after
dosing 1 and 2 MLE of In and of the clean polycrystalline InPd sample. All
spectra were recorded at 45◦ take-off angle except for the second from the
top spectrum which was collected at 70◦ to enhance surface sensitivity.

√
√
vanish and are replaced by a new well ordered ( 3 × 3)
R30◦ superstructure (Fig. 5(a)). The corresponding STM image is shown in Fig. 5(b). On large scale images, one observes
a two phase mixture, one phase being disordered and covering
less than 30% of the surface area, and an ordered phase with
an hexagonal
√ unit cell of dimension 4.75 Å consistent with
√
the ( 3 × 3) R30◦ superstructure observed by LEED. The
STM contrast is not uniform, suggesting either chemical inhomogeneity and/or rumpling and/or structural imperfections.
After annealing at 690 K, XPS core-level measurements show
a decrease in the In content in the near-surface region. The estimated composition of the surface alloy is equal to In41 Pd59 .
The uncertainty in this case is rather large because of the difficulty in extracting the Pd 3d alloy component out of the total
Pd 3d line. The surface alloy is most likely confined in the topmost surface layers. Above 690 K, the LEED pattern evolves
towards a (1x1) pattern. By XPS, the alloy component of the
Pd 3d line has almost disappeared while the intensity of the In
3d line strongly decreases, indicating that the In atoms have
either desorbed or diffused into the bulk.

3. Annealing 2 MLE thin films

Upon successive annealing of the 2 MLE thin film,
the broad diffraction spots of the reconstruction observed
√ at
√
300 K progressively vanish with no evidence of ( 3 × 3)
R30◦ ordering in this case. At 690 ±10 K, the LEED pattern
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FIG. 5. (a) LEED pattern of the 1 MLE In film on Pd(111) after annealing at 690 K and (b) corresponding STM image (10 × 10 nm2 , V = −1.4 V,
I = 0.07 nA). (c) LEED pattern of the 2 MLE In film on Pd(111) after annealing at 690 K and (d) corresponding STM image (20 × 20 nm2 , V = +1.4 V,
I = 0.06 nA). Atomic rows can be distinguished according to three different orientations as indicated by straight lines in (d). The arrow in (c) points
towards one of the diffuse spots arising from the surface alloy.

shown in Fig. 5(c) is obtained where the (1 × 1) diffraction
spots coexist with faint diffuse spots of the InPd surface alloy. An STM image of the corresponding film is shown in
Fig. 5(d). The surface alloy is not well ordered but nevertheless domains can be seen presenting atomic rows. The chemical composition of the surface alloy is estimated at In47 Pd53
following the peak fitting procedure described above. Further
annealing of the 2 MLE film above 690 K leads to an even
sharper (1 × 1) LEED pattern and a progressive loss of the In
content in the near-surface region.
B. High coverage regime (θ ≥ 4 MLE)

After deposition of 4 MLE of In on Pd(111) at room temperature, the LEED pattern shown in Fig. 6(a) is observed.
It is actually similar to the one obtained after 2 MLE deposition at room temperature except that the diffraction spots
are now better resolved. The quality of the LEED pattern can
be further improved by annealing the film up to 500 K as
shown in Fig. 6(b). At this stage, the LEED pattern can be
described as consisting of three rotational domains of a rectangular structure. The three domains and their relationship
with the Pd(111) substrate are depicted in the LEED pattern in
Fig. 6(b). The domains are rotated by 60◦ from each other. By
calibrating the reciprocal space using the LEED pattern of the
clean Pd(111) surface recorded under the same experimental
conditions, it is deduced that the rectangular surface unit cells
have dimensions a = 3.28 ± 0.1 Å and b = 4.64 ± 0.1 Å.
These values are close to those of the rectangular unit cell of
InPd(110) (a = 3.25 Å and b = 4.6 Å) and are thus consistent
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FIG. 6. LEED patterns of (a) the 4 MLE In thin film deposited on Pd(111)
at room temperature and (b) after annealing at 500 K. The two patterns were
recorded at an incident beam energy of 50 eV. The three rotational domains of
the InPd(110) rectangular mesh are superimposed. The dashed arrows correspond to the Pd(111) lattice vectors. The first order substrate spots are in
coincidence with the (0, 2) and (0, −2) spots of the InPd(110) domains.
(c) Real space model of a single InPd(110) domain with lattice vectors (a,b)
on a Pd(111) substrate with lattice vector (as , bs ). (d) Reciprocal space for
three rotational domains of InPd(110) on Pd(111) substrate. Large circles indicate coincidence reciprocal lattice spots between the surface alloy and the
substrate.

with the formation of three rotational domains of InPd(110)
surface alloy on Pd(111). The orientation of the InPd(110) domains with respect to the Pd(111) substrate is determined by
the coincidence of the (0,2) and (0,−2) reciprocal lattice spots
of the InPd overlayer with the (0,1) and (0,−1) or (−1,0) and
(1,0) or (−1,1) and (1,−1) substrate spots, respectively, hence
the three rotational domains observed. A schematic of the
model is shown in Figs. 6(c) and 6(d), in both real and reciprocal space. Considering the bulk parameters of Pd and InPd
compounds, this locking into registry would imply a small
lattice expansion of the surface alloy by 3.6%.
At low electron beam energy, additional triplet of spots
appear for the same growth conditions; i.e., In deposition of
4 MLE at room temperature. They are slightly better defined
after annealing up to 500 K (Fig. 7(a)) but disappear after annealing at 550 K (Fig. 7(b)). These triplets of spots do not
originate from the InPd(110) domains themselves but correspond to a structure possessing a larger unit cell. The reciprocal lattice vectors (aR *, bR *) of this larger structure are shown
in the LEED pattern in Fig. 7(a) together with the lattice vector (a*, b*) of a single InPd(110) domain. The larger structure
corresponds to an oblique surface unit cell having parameters
aR = bR = 7.7 ± 0.1 Å and γ = 71◦ ± 2◦ or equivalently to a
centred rectangular net with dimensions aR = 9.2 ± 0.5 Å and
bR = 13 ± 1 Å. There are two possibilities to interpret this
structure. From a purely geometrical point of view, it can be
interpreted as a c(4 × 2) surface reconstruction of InPd(110)
domains on the Pd(111) substrate as sketched in the model
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FIG. 7. (a) and (b) LEED patterns recorded at 21 eV beam energy for a 4
MLE In thin film on Pd(111) after annealing at 500 K and 550 K, respectively.
The additional triplets of spots observed at 500 K disappear after annealing
at 550 K. The reciprocal lattice vectors (a*, b*) of a single InPd(110) domain
are outlined in (a) as well as those (aR *, bR *) of the larger structure. The
equivalent centered rectangular net is also outlined for a single domain. The
first nodes of the two other domains are outlined by empty circles in blue
and red, respectively. The circular inset is a magnified view of one triplet of
spots. The dotted circle in (b) indicates the position of the missing triplet after
annealing at 550 K. (c) Real space model of the “c(4 × 2) reconstruction”
with lattice vector (aR , bR ) on a single domain of InPd(110). As explained
in the text, the “c(4 × 2)” phase can alternatively be interpreted as In7 Pd3 (110) domains. (d) Reciprocal space model for three rotational domains of
c(4 × 2)-InPd(110) domains. The dotted circle indicates the triplet of spots
observed in LEED patterns.

shown in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d) in both real and reciprocal space.
However, the physical origin of such reconstruction is unclear. Considering the fact that its characteristic diffraction
spots disappear upon further annealing at 550 K and that the
In concentration in the near-surface region tends to decrease
upon annealing as verified by XPS, we can suppose that this
structural change is linked to a change in the chemistry of the
diffracting overlayer. The In-Pd phase diagram contains several intermetallic compounds. On the In-rich side, one finds
the In7 Pd3 compound whose structure is closely related to the
γ -brass structure type.32 It has Im3m space group and a lattice
parameter a = 9.436 Å. The surface unit cell in its (110) plane
would thus have dimensions a = 9.436 Å and b = 13.344 Å,
i.e., close to the values (aR , bR ) measured experimentally.
Therefore this additional structure could alternatively be interpreted as three rotational domains of In7 Pd3 -(110) instead
of c(4 × 2)-InPd(110) domains.
Atomically resolved STM images of the different structures are shown in Figure 8. The three rotational domains can
be clearly observed in Fig. 8(a). The dimensions of the surface
unit cell (Fig. 8(b)) are in agreement with the LEED measurements. Such structure is observed either directly after room
temperature deposition of θ ≥ 4 MLE or after annealing up
to 500 K to improve the structural quality. In these images,
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FIG. 8. (a) STM image of the 4 MLE In thin film on Pd(111) after annealing
at 500 K showing multiple domains of the “c(4 × 2)” structure and (b) its
atomic structure. The lattice vectors (aR ,bR ) are superimposed on the image,
as well as the centered rectangular unit cell. (c) High-resolution STM image
of the same structure obtained after room temperature deposition of 16 MLE
In on Pd(111) showing additional contrast within the rectangular unit cell
forming an elongated hexagon around each bright dots. (d) Structure model of
the In7 Pd3 (110) surface. (e) STM image of a 4 MLE In thin film on Pd(111)
after annealing at 550 K showing multiple domains of InPd(110). (f) STM
image of the same film as in (e) showing the coexistence of In7 Pd3 (110) and
InPd(110) phases and their orientation relationship.

one can only distinguished bright features at the nodes and
at the center of the rectangular unit cell. Therefore it is not
possible from such images to discriminate between the two
structure models proposed earlier based on LEED patterns,
i.e., rotational domains of either In7 Pd3 (110) or c(4 × 2)InPd(110). However, in rare cases, a better resolution could
be achieved by STM as shown in Fig. 8(c) for a 16 MLE
thin film after room temperature deposition. In addition to
the bright dots at the nodes and centers of the rectangular
mesh, one can distinguish 6 additional features surrounding
each bright dot forming an elongated hexagon. The structure
model of the (110) surface of the In7 Pd3 intermetallic compound is shown in Fig. 8(d) assuming a bulk termination at
dense puckered layer. At the nodes and center of the rectangular mesh, one finds a group of 4 atoms (2 Pd and 2 In atoms
forming a cross) slightly protruding above the mean position
of the plane. Each of these motifs is surrounded by 6 addi-
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tional In atoms located at about 0.6 Å below. It is reasonable
to assume that the groups of 4 protruding atoms are imaged
as a bright dots by STM and that the 6 surrounding In atoms
appear dimmer because they lie below the mean position of
the surface plane. This model presents a good agreement with
the experimental observations, supporting the formation of
In7 Pd3 (110) domains rather than a c(4 × 2) reconstruction
of InPd(110) domains. The film structure changes upon annealing at 550 K as can be seen in the STM image shown in
Fig. 8(e). Now the film structure consists of three rotational
domains of the InPd(110) phase in agreement with the LEED
results. The dimensions of the surface unit cell measured by
STM (a = 3.25 ± 0.1 Å and b = 4.6 ± 0.1 Å) are consistent with expected values. It is to be noted that the two structures, In7 Pd3 (110) domains and InPd(110) domains, are found
to coexist at the surface, the former one being the dominant
structure after room temperature deposition and annealing up
to 500 K while the latter become the predominant structure after annealing to 550 K. The orientation relationship between
the two structures is illustrated in the STM image shown
Fig. 8(f), in which a In7 Pd3 (110) domain appears adjacent to
a InPd(110) domain.
To summarize this section on In thin films (θ ≥ 4 MLE)
on Pd(111), surface alloying is observed already after room
temperature deposition leading to the formation of three rotational domains of a In7 Pd3 compound with (110) orientation. This In-rich compound may grow directly on top of the
Pd(111) substrate or may develop on top of InPd(110) domains formed as an interfacial layer in the early stage of the
growth. Such near-surface layer is found to be stable up to annealing at 500 K but transforms into pure InPd(110) domains
upon further annealing to 550 K. This sequence of surface
phases has been observed for various coverages, including 4,
8, 16, and 35 MLE, the transition temperature always being in
the range of 500 to 600 K. When the films are further annealed
above 690 K, a LEED pattern similar to a Pd (1 × 1) pattern
is recovered, consistent with what has been already observed
for the 2 MLE thin film. Thus the InPd surface alloy is not stable in this temperature range and further In diffusion into the
bulk or In desorption must take place. Figure 9 summarizes in
a schematic way the different phases formed as a function of
coverage and temperature.
Up to now, we have assumed the formation of In-Pd surface alloys based on structural information obtained by LEED
and STM. The concentration in the near-surface region has
been measured by XPS for the different coverages, before and
after annealing in a temperature window of 500 to 600 K. The
XPS core-level lines are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 for the different conditions. The composition of the near-surface alloy
can be estimated assuming that the surface alloy is chemically
homogeneous along the surface normal, a criterion which is
most likely not satisfied. We nevertheless use this approximation in order to derive the basic trends in the chemical
composition in the near-surface region. Before annealing, the
surface alloy composition is In-rich and slowly evolves from
In64 Pd36 at 4 MLE to In79 Pd21 at 35 MLE. After annealing,
the In concentration in the surface alloy decreases to about
55%, i.e., within the InPd compositional range, for all coverages above θ ≥ 4 MLE. A Pd bulk component in the Pd 3d
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FIG. 9. Schematic summary of the different phases formed as a function of coverage and temperature.

line can still be observed directly after dosing up to 8 MLE,
consistent with the probing depth by XPS. However, after annealing the 8 MLE, the Pd bulk component is not detected,
which means that the thickness of the surface alloy has increased. The expected surface alloy thickness for a 1:1 stoichiometry at 8 MLE corresponds to 16 atomic planes equivalent to a thickness of 3.7 nm, i.e., larger than the XPS probing
depth. Therefore annealing to 500–600 K is a necessary step
to complete the alloy formation. Note that the chemical composition of the near-surface region measured after annealing
the films at 500 K or 600 K is almost similar within the accuracy of the measurements, although this temperature window
corresponds to the transition from the In-rich surface structure
(In7 Pd3 ) to the 1:1 InPd compound as determined by LEED

and STM. However, for a given coverage, angle-dependent
XPS measurements show a small increase of the In content
for more surface sensitive conditions (20◦ take-off angle instead of 45◦ ). These observations are consistent with a gradient of In concentration after room temperature deposition
in this coverage regime, decreasing from surface to bulk and
being more marked with increasing initial coverage. Probably the InPd compound is first formed at the interface region during growth and then the In7 Pd3 phase is formed on
top because the intermixing is not fast enough under these
experimental conditions. Upon mild annealing, further diffusion takes place deeper in the bulk allowing the formation
of a thicker InPd interface layer. In the temperature range
500–600 K, the In7 Pd3 surface alloy should disappear to leave

FIG. 10. XPS Pd 3d core-level lines for different film thicknesses, before
and after annealing and for the reference InPd polycrystalline sample.

FIG. 11. XPS In 3d core-level lines for different film thicknesses, before and
after annealing and for the reference InPd polycrystalline sample.
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TABLE I. Main characteristics of the XPS core-level spectra measured on
the reference InPd polycrystalline sample.

Position (eV)
FWHM (eV)

In 3d3/2

In 3d5/2

Pd 3d3/2

Pd 3d5/2

451.30
0.97

443.77
1.01

341.35
1.01

336.05
1.00

a single phase InPd surface alloy. This scenario is consistent
with all presented observations. Note that due to the fact that
such surface phase transformations are linked to diffusion and
intermixing, the exact conditions under which a phase appears
should not only depend on initial coverage and annealing temperature but also on the time elapsed between the deposition
and the experimental observation.
As observed in Figs. 10 and 11, there is a systematic shift
of the Pd 3d lines towards lower binding energy upon annealing the films while the In 3d line appears mostly at the same
binding energy, independently of the conditions shown. We
mention however the In 3d5/2 core-level line shifts to 443.5 eV
for higher annealing temperature (690 K, not shown in
Fig. 11), associated with a decrease of the In content. The
final line shape and binding energies of Pd 3d and In 3d corelevels of the surface alloys after 500–600 K annealing are in
good agreement with those measured for the polycrystalline
reference samples (±0.05 eV). The main characteristics of the
lines are provided in Table I. The XPS valence band spectra
recorded for the same conditions are shown in Fig. 12. The

FIG. 12. XPS valence band data showed filling of Pd 4d bands to a Cu-like
state upon dosing and annealing In/Pd(111) films.

broad main peak at approximately 2 to 4 eV below EF arises
from the Pd d band of the surface alloy and is being increasingly shifted to higher binding energies with increasing coverage after room temperature deposition. The spectral weight
between 2 eV and EF can be due to some Pd d states contribution of the InPd compound which has some sizable DOS in
this energy range (see Ref. 25) as well as some additional contribution from d states of bulk Pd at low enough coverages.
Upon annealing, the position of the main Pd d band shifts
back to that measured in the reference polycrystalline sample. Simultaneously, the relative spectral weight within 2 eV
below EF decreases, consistent with an increase in the surface
alloy thickness and thus a reduced Pd bulk contribution. The
valence band spectra of the annealed films and of the polycrystal agree well and are resembling a “Cu-like” DOS expected for catalytic properties. However, the calculated DOS
of the InPd compound shows significant difference with that
of bulk Cu in the energy range of 1.5 eV to EF , because of significant d states contribution in the intermetallic phase. This
is similar to the cases of ZnPd and GaPd compounds.33, 34
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The experimental results indicate that surface alloying
takes place at room temperature upon In dosing on the
Pd(111) surface. This agrees with the theoretical prediction
of a negative mixing enthalpy for the Inx Pd1 − x solid solution
in the dilute In limit reported in Ref. 25. In the low coverage regime (θ ≤ 2 MLE), the LEED patterns are consistent
with the formation of three rotational domains of InPd(110)
on top of the Pd(111) substrate. However, the structural quality of the surface alloy is rather low at this stage as evidenced
by the diffuse diffraction spots. In addition, both the corelevels and valence band XPS spectra show that the surface
alloy does fully exhibit the electronic structure characteristic
of the stoichiometric phase under these conditions. Annealing
1 MLE thin film up to 690 K yields a well ordered
√ the √
( 3 × 3) R30◦ superstructure with hexagonal unit cell dimension of 4.75 Å and an estimated surface alloy composition of In41 Pd59 . This observation is consistent with previous
reports
a related system, Sn on Pd(111), for which a simi√ on √
lar ( 3 × 3) R30◦ phase was identified after annealing and
ascribed to the formation of a Pd2 Sn monolayer surface alloy
with fcc structure.31, 35, 36 Calculations of segregation energies
indicate that an In-doped layer buried in a Pd(111) substrate
is preferentially located at the surface, therefore we expect
this surface alloy to be confined in the outermost plane at this
stage.25 When the film is further annealed above 690 K, the
In content in the near-surface region decreases and a (1 × 1)
pattern is recovered
√ in our case.
√
The ( 3 × 3) R30◦ superstructure is not observed for
thicker films. Successive annealing of the 2 MLE thin film
leads the progressive disappearance of the InPd diffraction
spots till a sharp (1 × 1) pattern is recovered above 690 K.
In the high coverage regime (from 4 to 35 MLE), LEED,
STM, and XPS results indicate the formation of three rotational domains of a In7 Pd3 compound with (110) orientation.
This In-rich phase grows either directly on top of the Pd(111)
substrate or on top of InPd(110) domains formed as an
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interfacial layer in the early stage of the growth. The nearsurface layer is found to be stable upon annealing up to about
500 K and transforms into pure InPd(110) domains in a temperature range comprised between 500 and 600 K depending
on the initial coverage. At this stage, the surface alloy exhibits
core-level chemical shifts and VB spectra identical to those of
the stoichiometric InPd intermetallic compound. In particular,
a “Cu-like” DOS is observed. Annealing at higher temperatures leads to a decrease of the In concentration in the nearsurface region suggesting that the surface alloy is not stable in
this temperature range. A (1 × 1) LEED pattern is recovered
at 690 K, together with a Pd-like DOS.
Our results are consistent with the conclusions of a previous XPS study on In-doped Pd foil performed by Rameshan
et al.24 In this work, a 4 MLE In thin film was deposited on
a polycrystalline Pd substrate and the chemical composition
of the NSIP as well as chemical shifts and VB were monitored as a function of the annealing temperature using synchrotron radiation based XPS. A high degree of alloying was
also reported at room temperature. Upon successive annealing, the Pd 3d peaks gradually shifted towards lower binding energies associated with a decrease of the In content in
the near-surface region and correlated with a transition from
a “Cu-like” DOS to a more “Pd-like” (i.e., a shift of the d
band center towards EF ). By varying the photon source energy (and hence the probing depth), a concentration gradient
was highlighted from an In-rich next to the surface to a more
In-depleted alloy in deeper layers. The concentration gradient was found to be more pronounced after low temperature
annealing, from In63 Pd37 at 0.4 nm inelastic mean-free path
(IMFP) to In51 Pd49 at 1 nm at 363 K annealing. These concentration values support our hypothesis that a In7 Pd3 phase
is formed on top of a 1:1 InPd interface layer. Annealing to
453 K yielded to a 1:1 In/Pd ratio in the near-surface region
exhibiting a “Cu-like” DOS and In depth distribution similar to the MSR-selective multilayer ZnPd counterpart.16 The
4 MLE In thin film annealed at 453 K was therefore used
as a model surface to study the catalytic properties of the
InPd system. In these experiments, the temperature was measured with a thermocouple directly attached to the sample,
thus providing more reliable temperature values than those
reported in the present work. Using the gradual shift of the Pd
3d peaks upon annealing as an internal temperature calibration, we determined that the 453 K-annealed state in Ref. 24
corresponds to our 500 to 550 K annealed state. In Rameshan et al.,24 the structure of the 1:1 InPd NSIP was considered as that of a substitutional alloy with progressive replacement of Pd atoms by In within the Pd-fcc lattice with no
relationship with bulk intermetallic phases of the In-Pd system. Our STM and LEED results show that the structure of
the surface alloys formed on the Pd(111) substrate under similar conditions actually corresponds to intermetallic phases
rather than substitutional alloys, either cubic CsCl-type InPd
or bcc-In7 Pd3 depending on the conditions. This conclusion
is also consistent with a previous analysis by x-ray diffraction of In/Pd multilayer stackings on SiO2 demonstrating the
formation of these two compounds induced by room temperature interdiffusion.37 The near-surface intermetallic phases
are not stable upon annealing at higher temperatures. The
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In content decreases to reach a In/Pd ratio of about 20:80
and a (1 × 1) LEED pattern is recovered. This conclusion is
again consistent with earlier reports indicating a similar In/Pd
ratio throughout the near-surface region after annealing the
4 MLE thin film at 673 K.24 Therefore the InPd surface alloys
must be considered as metastable phases. This conclusion is
consistent with the results of a theoretical study of InPd surface alloys using first-principles calculations demonstrating
that In-doped Pd layers on Pd(111) are energetically more stable for In concentrations lower than 50 at.%.25
The formation of metastable phases with a global 1:1
composition is common to the related Zn/Pd(111)10, 16, 18, 27, 38
and Ga/Pd(111)19 systems. However, the composition
changes are more gradual in the cases of Ga/Pd(111)
and In/Pd(111) compared to Zn/Pd(111) for which a more
pronounced plateau in the surface composition was observed
between 400 and 550 K. For Zn/Pd(111), the 1:1 plateau correlates with the formation of an ordered (2 × 2) surface structure corresponding to 3 rotational domains of ZnPd(111)-(2
× 1)27, 39 whereas for Ga/Pd(111) the surface alloy is disordered in the same temperature range.19 The onset temperatures for alloy formation were found to be different for Ga
and Zn on Pd(111) (200 K for the former versus 300 K for
the latter). This was interpreted as a consequence of the larger
thermodynamic driving force for Ga-Pd compound formation
compared to Zn-Pd based on the calculated cohesive energies. The onset alloying temperature was not determined in
the present study but is lower or equal to 300 K. This is consistent with the cohesive energy calculated for the InPd compound (−3.57 eV/atom)25 which is intermediate between that
of PdGa (−3.9 eV/atom)19, 40 and ZnPd (−3.0 eV/atom).41
Concerning the orientation of the surface alloys, we found that
the cubic 1:1 InPd NSIP adopts a (110) orientation with respect to the Pd(111) substrate whereas the 1:1 tetragonal ZnPd
NSIP adopts a (111) orientation. In both cases, it corresponds
to stoichiometric layers consisting of alternating atomic rows
of Pd and In (or Zn) metals. Only one type of atomic rows
is observed in corresponding STM images. For Zn/Pd(111),
this feature can be ascribed to an outward shift of the Zn
atoms and an inward shift of the Pd atoms (into the bulk) with
respect to the bulk-terminated geometry as demonstrated by
DFT calculations.39, 41 This is consistent with the lower elemental surface energy of Zn compared to Pd. A similar effect
is expected to occur on the InPd surface alloy, as the elemental surface energy of In is also much lower than that of Pd.
Such type of surface relaxation can have a significant effect
on the surface reactivity and is investigated theoretically in the
part II of this article (Ref. 25).
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